
Einhell cordless pole-mounted pruner attachment for the GE-HH 18/45 Li T. Cutting speed 3.76 m/s, equipped with high-quality OREGON cutter rail &

chain. With the 90° swivel attachment you will make horizontal cuts with ease. Chain replacement and chain tensioning are both possible without the

need for any additional tools. A robust metal gearing contributes to a long service life.

Cl Pole-Mounted Powered Pruner

Pole pruner f. GE-HH18/45Li
T

Item No.: 3410835

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825624656

Features & Benefits
90° pivotable attachment for effortless horizontal cuts-

Motor head tiltable by 7 settings-

OREGON quality blade and chain-

Toolless chain tensioning and chain change-

Metal gearing for a long life-

Claw stop-

Chain catch bolt-

Oil tank for automatic chain lubrication-

Technical Data
- Sword length 200 mm

- Cutting length 170 mm

- Cutting speed 3.76 m/s

- Capacity of oil tank 125 mL

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.2 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 1.34 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 155 x 120 x 265 mm

- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10.8 kg

- Dimensions export carton 550 x 270 x 340 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 4000 | 8384 | 9536
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Available as special accessories

Spare Bar 20 cm 1,3
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500168
Bar Code: 4006825606348
Einhell Grey

Spare Chain 20cm 1,3 33T 3/8
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500188
Bar Code: 4006825606355
Einhell Grey
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